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Providing adequate nursing service has been, for some 
time, a problem in our hospitals. New concepts of health care 
and rapid advances in medical science have created a shortage 
of professional nurses. Although the number of professional 
nurses has increased, the supply has been insufficient to meet 
the demand for their services. The many and more complex 
duties that physicians have delegated to the nurse have made it 
impossible for her to assume these new responsibilities and 
still carry out the role and functions previously assessed her. 
The task, therefore, seemed to be to analyze available re-
sources for personnel outside the professional ranks, and to 
plan a long term functional system in which, through training, 
coordination, and supervision, persons of varying abilities 
could render efficient nursing servioe. 1 Nursing adminis-
trators are meeting this challenge by recruiting more 
auxiliary personnel. This means that the professional nurse 
must develop her skills in giving leadership to this ancillary 
group in providing safe, adequate nursing care. 
lEather Lucille Brown, Nursing for the Future, A 
Report Prepared for the National Nursing Council (New York: 
Russell Sage Foundation, 1948), p. 60. 
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This effort for solving present and future nursing 
service deficiencies has stimulated a change in the role ot 
the professional nurse. While she was once personally re-
sponsible for providing the total nursing care to the patient, 
she has had to delegate same of these duties to other, less 
prepared personnel, and assume the responsibility of guiding 
them in carrying out these duties. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of the study was to analyze the interaction 
and communication that occurred between staff nurses and 
nursing assi stante in order to di so over whether staff nurses 
were demonstrating the necessary leadership skills in develop-
ing competence in the performance of duties by nursing 
ass is tan ts. 
Justification of the Problem 
The departure from the traditional system of nursing 
service under the pressure of an immediate demand has not been 
without stress for professional nurses. The question arises 
if, in t~e concern over patients' immediate needs for service 
and the people to provide that ·service, the professional 
nurse's preparation for her new and different role has not 
been overlooked or assumed. 
Nurses have demonstrated stress in various ways. The 
literature points out their lack of acceptance of non-
professional co-workers, widespread reluctance to admit the 
3 
capabilities of these people to perform adequately, and their 
tear that their positions will be usurped. Could this not be 
indicative of a deeper stress, one of inadequacy? Are staff 
nurses prepared to assume their management functions, those of 
organization, orientation, teaching, supervision, and evalua-
tion of nonprofessional personnel? 
The safe performance of nursing functions by auxiliary 
nursing personnel depends, to a great extent, on the re-
sponsibility of their immediate supervisors, the staff nurses. 
Acceptance of that responsibility presupposes proper prepara-
tion for it. 
Scope and Limitations 
The area selected for this study was a fifty-two bed 
unit in a government hospital in a metropolitan area. This 
unit was devoted to the care of patients with urological 
conditions and spinal cord injuries. The team plan of nursing 
had been in operation for about five years. The personnel on 
the unit were divided into two nursing teams. All nursing 
personnel on one team were observed at one time for the 
purpose of concentration on interaction and communication 
between them. However, all personnel in this unit were in-
cluded in the observations during the period of data 
collection. 
One of the limitations of this study was that the 
total time spent in collecting data was brief; that obser-
vations were confined to four hour periods at a time, and that 
days for observation could not always be arranged consecu-
tively. 
A further limitation was that any inferences that could 
be made as a result of this study would necessarily apply only 
to the personnel studied. 
Definition of Terms 
Nursing Assistant--The title in this hospital given to non-
professional personnel, trained on-the-job, 
to perform nursing care under direct super-
vision of a professional nurse. 
Nursing Team --A group of both professional and non-
professional personnel working together 
tortard a common goal, that of patient-
centered nursing care of a group of patients. 
Preview of Methodology 
The Case Method was the method used to collect and 
present data for analysis. Since tb.e data involved the inter-
action of a working group, 1 t was tel t that this methocl was the 
best one to observe the activities and communications between 
the mEmbers of the group in relation to the problem. Only 
incidental interviews were utilized for the purposes of clari-
fication of inciden~s and conversations. 
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Sequence ot Presentation 
Chapter II --Contains a review of pertiaent literature, the 
basis of the hypothesis, and the statement or t be 
hypothesis. 
Chapter III--Contains a description or the selected sample and 
the use or the Case Method as a tool or collecting 
and analyzing data. 
Chapter IV --Presents a description of the hospital unit, the 
personnel involved, the data in the oases, and 
analysis of data. 
Chapter V --Contains the summary, conclusions, ana recom-
mendations for further study. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY 
Review of Literature 
In reviewing background material for this study, certain 
related areas were chosen for their specific effects on the 
changing role or the professional nurse. These included: a 
definition of modern nursing; the team concept or nursing; the 
1 needs tor broader understanding and greater skills than have 
been necessary in the past; and the implication for further 
preparation of the traditionally trained nurses. 
Johnson defines modern nursing as a professional 
discipline, a social service of gratification, comfort, and 
assistance to individuals under stress, according to their 
basic human needs. She recognizes an indirect service in 
nursing in the promotion and maintenance of health and recovery 
from disease. Furthermore, according to Johnson, nursing in-
volves the abilities of assessing situations, arriving at 
decisions, and impleme~ting action in resolving nursing prob-
lems; it has a two-pronged base in knowledge, consisting or 
the knowledge of the predictable patterns of human behavior 
under stress, and the knowledge of the nursing behavior 
indicated for helpful intervention.1 
1Dorothy E. Johnson, "A Philosophy of Nursing," Nursing 
Outlook. VII (April, 1959), 200. 
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This is a broad definition of canprehensive nursing 
designed to meet present day dynamic needs, and holds much 
challenge for the professional nurse. It certainly is a 
departure from the technical, mechanical aspects of nursing 
care provided during war years when personnel shortages 
necessitated that only minimal essentials of care be provided 
patients. However, as shortages continued, the inadequate 
functional system became chronic and, in the opinion of Sr. 
Charles Marie Frank, in many nursing schools, the educational 
2 
pattern supports its continuation. 
Many groups interested in the health and welfare of the 
nation carried out studies to seek information and to provide 
stimulus for improvement of nursing service and education. The 
Joint Commission for the lmprovem9nt of Care to the Patient, 
mindful of the volume and quality of nursing required for 
modern health service, recommended that: 
Better care for patients will depend to a large extent 
upon nurses who can practice comprehensive nursing in-
cluding effective supervision of auxiliary aides. This 
involves an organization for the management of work in 
patients' units to provide coordinated care, the pro-
fessional nurse being responsible for such care with full-
est utilization of the services of practical nurses, 
nursing aides, and volunteers.) 
In a study of nursing care and education in Washington, 
2sr. Charles Marie Frank, "The Prateasional Nurse, 
Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow," Nursing World (December, 
19 59) J p. 20 • 
3
"The Joint Commission Recommends," The American Journal 
of Nursing, LII (March, 1953), 309. 
Bunge made two pertinent recommendations. The first was that 
all patients be placed under direct care of professional staff 
nurses and that staff nurses be given more responsibility for 
planning and supervising patient care. This was prompted by 
the fact that there existed a seeming letdown in general re-
sponsibility among nursing personnel, and also because or the 
observation that auxiliary personnel were sometimes giving care 
4 for which they were not prepared. The second recommendation 
was that, because of personnel shortages, more effective use 
or the skills and abilities of nursing service personnel be 
made to allow for maximum contribution. It was felt that in 
this way total needs of patients would be met, and job 
satisfaction for personnel, working at their highest level of 
competence, would be assured. 5 The emphasis in this study was 
on teaching and supervision of the auxiliaries, the staff 
nurse preparation ,for this being taken for granted. 
In appraising the team concept of nursing care, Bunge 
stated that the professional nurse team leader must be able to 
exert leadership in at least four ways: by contributing to 
prevention of disease and recovery from illness; by improving 
present nursing skills and developing new ones; by teaching 
and supervising auxiliary workers; and by cooperating in 
4Jean A. Curran and Helen L. Bunge, Better 
Study or Nursing Care and Education in Washington 
University of Washington Press, 1951}, P• 23. 
5 ~., p. 22. 
Nursinf, A (Seatt e: 
9 
planning for positive health. She also listed the insufficient 
development of team nursing as one of the problems in 
Washington, and stated that an effort to remedy this may help 
to increase nursing efficiency and quality and get the job done 
6 
with fewer personnel. 
In a project report prepared at Catholic University, it 
was noted that the nurse's role had been influenced by the 
change tram an autocratic to a democratic nursing service ad-
ministration. Formerly, her duties consisted of receiving and 
executing orders, and today she is expected to participate in 
planning and administration. She needs help if she is to 
remain flexible and meet the challenge of change. She must 
also learn the principles of team leadership necessary for 
7 
effective functioning. 
Farrell elaborated on the present day need for broader 
understandings and greater skills: 
Elements of administration are inherent in professional 
nursing since the nurse uses these principles in organizing 
work assignments, and in functioning as a leader of the 
nursing team. Principles of teaching and evaluation are 
also a vital part of everyday professional nursing 
practiee.8 
Wright described the nurse's leadership role by stating 
6 Curran and Bunge, op. cit., p. 106. 
?"In-Service Education of General Duty Nurses," The 
American Journal of Nursing, LIII (April, 1953), 452. ----
~arie Farrell, "Exploring Our Programs for Graduate 




Nursing personnel and their co-workers must enjoy good 
interpersonal relationships with each other if compre-
hensive nursing is to develop • • • The environment should 
afford them the opportunity to develop their own person-
alities and potentialities • • • Supervision or teaching 
means working with people; it is creative leadership and it 
derives its authority from devotion and loyalty to a common 
cause • • • Only as leaders seek out and summQn the best 
in others do they attain true authority • • .~ 
Bridgman pointed out that team leadership is very 
different from the popular concept of the nurse's functions, 
which is not based on understanding of changes in modern 
nursing. 'I'he exacting and stimulating responsibilities, she 
added, are as challenging to ability and initiative in nursing 
as in any other profession. The responsibilities that she 
listed were supervision, administration, and teaching. 10 
The literature presents much evidence of the need for 
further preparation of the nurse. Morgan said: 
Present day trends seem to indicate that we will need to 
prepare workers for a great variety of positions. In-
creased efficiency in managerial and technical skills is 
being demanded of nurses everywhere. It will be necessary, 
therefore, to alter the present patterns of education far 
students in basic programs and provide1further instruction for graduate nurses to meet this need. 
Aynes supports the previous statement when she wrote: 
9Elizabeth u. Wright, "Creative Leadership," The 
American Journal of Nursing, LIII (June, 1953), 721.---
10Margaret Bridgman, Collegiate Education for Nursing 
(New York: Russel Sage Foundation, 1953), p. 8~. 
llnorothy M. Morgan, "Bringing Education to Nurses," The 
American Journal af Nursing, LIII (June, 1953), p. 723. 
11 
A professional nurse, in order to teach and supervise 
workers--professional or nonprofessional--to make them want 
to do good work, to be happy in doing it and, at the same 
time to safeguard the patient's welfare, must have more 
than the mere technical skills taught in the basic nursing 
program. Even industry is beginning to recognize the 
importance of managerial skills and to provide leadership 
courses for factory foremen.l2 
Bri~n lamented tbe lack of foundations in sociology, 
psychology, and anthropology as basis for developing insights 
into human problems. These courses were not offered generally 
13 
to students in hospital schools of nursing. 
Basis of Hypothesis 
The assumption in this study is that graduate nurses are 
not meeting the requirements of their ~ofessional role be-
cause of deficiencies in leadership skills. 
Statement of the Hypethesis 
That nursing assistants are not growing in potential 
because staff nurses are not giving leadership to their 
development. 
12Edith A. Aynes, "Toward Professional Competence," 
Nursing Outlook, V (January, 1957), p. 40. 
13Bridgman, op. cit., p. 145. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Selection and Description of Sample 
The study was conducted in a medium sized government 
hospital of approximately three hundred beds. The team plan 
of nursing had been adopted by the administration and function-
ed throughout all the nursing service units. The largest unit, 
consisting of fifty-two beds, was selected for the study be-
cause it presented the greatest number of personnel for 
observation. Care in this unit was restricted to patients 
with genito-urinary conditions and spinal cord injuries. The 
genito-urinary section consisted of a sixteen bed ward divided 
into cubicles and two tour bed rooms. The patients in this 
section were assigned to Team #1. The patients with spinal 
cord injuries who were assigned to Team #2 were situated in 
two wards: one, a large, open, nineteen bed ward; and another, 
smaller, eight bed ward. Cubicle curtains acted as partitions 
between these patient unit areas. There was, in addition, one 
single room which was utilized for the care of any critically 
ill patient. The Cystoscopy Room and the Genito-urinary 
Clinic were also situated in this unit, but, for practical 
purposes, were conducted as separate units. 
All nursing care was provided by professional nurses 
12 
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and nursing assistants who worked under the direct supervision 
ot professional nurse team leaders. All staff nurses were team 
leaders. Team #1 was composed of a team leader and two or 
three nursing assistants. Team #2 consisted or a team leader 
and three or four nursing assistants. In order to facilitate 
the daily bowel training program and the shower routine, it 
was considered necessary to modify the team plan or nursing by 
resorting to the functional assignment of these activities to a 
nursing assistant from each team. 
During a period of unusual personnel shortage or un-
planned absence, and particularly during a weekend, the bead 
nurse in this unit might assume the duties of team leader in 
addition to performing the functions of her position. 
In relation to staff development in this institution, 
policy established a requirement for the maintenance of 
continuous staff educational programs tor all nursing service 
personnel. The ingenuity of the professional members of the 
organization was tested in the development and implementation 
of these programs to meet the needs of the staff for prepa-
ration in administering optimum nursing care to patients. 
Tools Used to Collect Data 
The data were collected and analyzed by the Case Method. 
The object of choosing this method was to record the experi-
ences, interpret the findings, and to communicate understanding 
14 
as a result of observations. 1 
Procurement of Data 
Authorization for conducting the study was given by the 
Chief of Professional Services during an interview arranged by 
the Chief of the Nursing Service. After review of pertinent 
hospital policies in regard to the conducting of studies, the 
observer was escorted to the unit by the Assistant Chief of 
the Nursing Service and introduced to the charge nurse. Since 
the observer was familiar with the agency and its personnel, 
it was necessary to explain the new role that she would assume. 
Mention was made that she was conducting a study, that she 
would record notes while observing unit personnel activities, 
and that she planned to utilize incidental interviews for 
purposes of clarification of events and conversations. These 
details were subsequently made known to all personnel in the 
unit, and it was the opinion of the observer that she was 
accepted well by the personnel and that activities and 
communications were not particularly affected by her presence. 
The time spent in collecting data amounted to twenty-
tw• hours. Observation periods were no longer than four hours 
during either the morning or afternoon, and were spaced to 
include all day-time activities. Observation days were not 
necessarily consecutive. Consecutive days would have afforded 
1Malcolm McNair, The Case Method at the Harvard 
Business School (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
1954), P• 228. 
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more continuity to the observations. However, all the days 
in the week were represented. Nursing personnel on duty 
during the evening and night hours were not observed because 
it was felt t.bat data collected during the day would be 
representative of the other hours of duty. 
In the beginning, an attempt was made to record as mueh 
of the communication between all personnel as possible. This 
was a most difficult undertaking. Therefore, attention was 
tooused on close observation of the team leader's interaction 
and communication with her team members. This included all 
emotional tones and gestures. Observation of team leaders was 
alternated in an attempt to avoid the tension resulting from 
prolonged shadowing. Effort was made to be as much a part of 
the unit as possible without the sacrifice of objectivity. 
From the collected data, three oases were prepared, and 
these were focused on the professional nurse team leaders' 
skills in performing those functions of her position which 
required the exercise of leadership. These functions were: 
organization, teaching, supervision, orientation, and 
evaluation. 
The analysis of three eases indicated that the leader-
ship functions of the staff nurse are closely related and tend 
to overlap. Therefore, for the sake of clarity, it was de-
cided to distribute arbitrarily the data under headings of 
the five functions observed. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Description of Unit C and Its Personnel 
The unit selected for the study consisted of fifty-two 
beds, half of which were set aside for the care of patients 
with genito-urinary conditions, and the other half for patients 
with spinal cord injuries. The team plan of nursing was used. 
The staff, which included graduate professional nurses and 
nursing assistants who worked under the direct supervision of 
professional nurses, comprised the two teams. 
Nursing assistants in this hospital were given a total 
of one hundred and twenty hours of instruction, including 
theory, demonstration and supervised practice. Emphasis was 
placed on repetitive teaching by encouraging a follow-through, 
in the unit, of practice in procedures that were supervised in 
the classroom. 
Participation in team conferences, staff development 
conferences, nursing assistants' organization meetings, and 
individual guidance by team leaders were planned in the over-
all teaching program for nursing assistants. The Assistant 
Chief, Nursing Education was responsible for the program, but 
supervisors, head nurses and team leaders were utilized to 
insure continuity in orientation, supervision, and instruction 
16 
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in techniques specific to a service-area. 
A training certificate was awarded to the nursing 
assistant after three months of satisfactory practice following 
his period of instruction. Effort was made to include the 
experience of evening and night duty during the first months 
after completion of class work. A year of satisfactory service 
was required for promotion from the initial GS-621-2 grade to 
GS-621-J. Eligibility for promotion to GS-621-4, the highest 
possible grade, was limited to persons who could qualify throu~ 
outstanding performance plus special skills or advanced train-
ing. 
There was an extensive program for staff nurse edu-
cation. General orientation was arranged over a two year span 
to include pertinent information about every department in the 
hospital. As the nurse rotated from one service or one unit 
to another, she was provided with orientation by the super-
visor and head nurse. Orientation to evening and night tours 
of duty were given by the respective supervisors. Orientation 
to the team philosophy and functions of the team leader was 
the joint responsibility of the Assistant Chief, Nursing 
Education, the supervisor, and the head nurse. Experienced 
stat'.f nurses, particularly the assistant head nurse, were 
encouraged to participate in the orientation and teaching of 
new personnel as a stimulus to their development. They were 
also expected to relieve the head nurse in administrating t.be 
unit as necessary. 
:: . 
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Most or the head nurses in this hospital were ex-
perienced, having been in their positions for ten years or 
longer. It was largely their responsibility to plan the ward 
teaching conferences and staff development programs with and 
for the unit personnel. Team conferences occurred twice daily. 
The morning conference, held between 8:00 and 8:30 o'clock, 
often occurred on an individual basis depending on the availa-
bility of the personnel. The afternoon conference was 
conducted by each team leader with all team members present. 
The purpose of this conference was to plan and revise nursing 
care plans, to give guidance in solving nursing care problems 
and to provide a climate for incidental teaching and eTalu-
ation of nursing care. 
The staff nurse organization was conducted for and by 
the staff nurse group as a method of self development. The 
officers of this organization were elected annually by ballot. 
Meetings were held monthly and the program was prepared by the 
group. 
Miss Howard--Head Nurse 
Miss Howard was a thirty-eight year old nurse who was 
graduated from a hospital school of nursing, and in 1952 was 
awarded a B.S. in Nursing. She had been a staff nurse for 
twelve years and a head nurse for two. She had worked in this 
hospital for seven years. 
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Miss Anton--Staff Nurse 
Miss Anton was graduated from a five year basic 
collegiate program with a B.S. in Nursing in 1946. Since then 
she had been engaged in staff nursing. She was thirty-five 
years old. She had been employed by this institution for about 
three years. 
Miss O'Hara--Staff Nurse 
Miss O'Hara received a B.S. in Nursing one year ago, 
after having graduated fran a hospital school of nursing in 
1943. She was employed as a private nurse for seven years and 
a staff nurse since 1950. She had been a staff nurse in this 
agency for seven years. 
Miss Bates--Staff Nurse 
Miss Bates had been employed as a staff nurse since 
graduation from a hospital school of nursing, except during 
a period of academic study. She received her B.S. in Nursing 
in 1951. She had been on the staff of this hospital for three 
years. 
Miss Kasper--Staff Nurse 
Miss Kasper, a twenty-seven year old staff nurse, was 
graduated from a hospital school of nursing and had completed 
requirements for the B.S. in Nursing in 1959. She had been 
employed as a staff nurse for four years and in this hospital 
for about one month. 
20 
Miss Dineen--Staff Nurse 
Miss Dineen was a graduate of a hospital school or 
nursing and was in her first professional position. 
Mr. Hale--Nursing Assistant, GS-621-4 
Mr. Hale had been employed by this institution for 
seven years, most or which time was spent on the Spinal Cord 
Injury Service. He had attained his present classification 
through reports of outstanding work. He was forty-one years 
old. 
Mr. Colby--Nursing Assistant, GS-621-2 
Mr. Colby had been with this agency in his present 
capacity for six months. He was twenty-six years of age and 
had had previous hospital experience on military duty. 
Mr. Adams--Nursing Assistant and G.U. Technician, GS-621-4 
Mr. Adams had been a member of this organization for 
ten years, nine of Which had been in the capacity of nursing 
assistant. Beoause of the excellence of his work, he had been 
given the opportunity for further training and more recently 
had been a technician carrying out genito-urinary procedures. 
Mr. Johnson--Nursing Assistant, GS-621-3 
Mr. Johnson beganwork at this hospital in 1953, having 
had no previous hospital experience. He was about thirty-one 
years of age, was dependable, and his work had been recorded 
as satisfactory. 
21 
Mrs. Green--Nursing Assistant, GS-621-3 
Mrs. Green, a forty-nine year old woman, had worked in 
her present position for nine years. Her performance had been 
described as excellent. 
Mr. Cates--Nursing Assistant, GS-261-3 
Mr. Oates had been employed as nursing assistant in this 
hospital for approximately three years. This was his first 
hospital employment. 
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CAST OF CHARACTERS 
CASE I 
Miss O'Hara • • . • • • . • • • 
Miss Anton . • • • . • . • • . 
Miss Bates • • • • • • . • • • 
Mr. Hale • . . • • . • 
Mr. Colby • • . . . • • . . • • 
Mr. Adams • . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • .Staff Nurse 
Acting Charge Nurse 
. • • . .Staff Nurse 
Team Leader #1 
• • • • .Staff Nurse 
Team Leader #2 
• .Nursing Assistant 
• .Nursing Assistant 
•• Nursing Assistant 
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CASE I 
Miss O'Hara was the charge nurse on this day. By 8:30 
a.m. most of the patients had been fed breakfast, and the 
nursing assistants were collecting the trays on wheeled carts 
and transferring them into the dietary trucks which stood in 
the corridor near the nurses' station. 
Teem leader #1, Miss Anton, had two nursing assistants 
assigned to her. One, Mr. Colby, was on functional assignment 
to give showers to all the JB tients whose names were listed for 
this procedure. Unless he were confronted with a problem with 
which he could not cope, Miss Anton probably would have little 
contact with him until after lunch. The other team member, 
Mr. Hale, and she were responsible for giving complete morning 
care to twenty-five patients, approximately one-third of whom 
were ambulatory and could take care of some of their physical 
needs. 
Miss Anton stopped Mr. Hale as he pushed a linen cart 
down the corridor and invited him into the nurses' station for 
morning conference. As they stood near the desk, she flipped 
the kardex from one nursing care card to another, noting which 
patients would need baths and 'Which were "allright and can do 
their own care." 
Miss Anton: "Do Mr. Sean first; his dressing drains like 
mad--he's wet right now; he's lethargic and 
:; 
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won't drink; he's on force fluids and I&O· 
' 
he's complaining of gas, and he's one of 
the sickest patients down there." 
Mr. Sean was in his seventies and had undergone 
suprapubic prostatectomy about three weeks prior to this date. 
Miss Anton: "Mr. David had a suprapubic prostatectomy 
yesterday, and they said he had mild 
D.T's. He should have a bed bath and may 
be a little belligerent. Mr. Clark is in 
the recovery room and he had bleeding 
yesterday, I understand, but he'll be back 
today. Mr. Moore had epididymitis and a 
knot on his leg. He can have an ice cap. 
Mr. Sands is a new patient on fasting 
blood work this morning and he's ambulatory. 
Mr. Hanks had his catheter out a couple or 
days ago, but he couldn't void so it's 
back in." 
Mr. Hale listened to Miss Anton and made no comment. 
When she finished, he nodded and returned to the cart which he 
had left in the corridor and proceeded toward his assigned 
area of work. 
He entered a four bed ward and walked over to Mr. Silver, 
greeting him with a "Good morning." Then lifting a corner of 
the sheet, he checked the patient's catheter. Satisfied with 
its condition, he placed both palms under the patient's hips 
25 
• as if to straighten the patient's position. 
Mr. Hale: "Can you move yourself?" 
The patient immediately adjusted his position so that he 
lay straight on his back. 
Mr. Hale: "Will you wash up now?" 
Mr. Silver: "Oh, I washed up this morning." 
Mr. Hale then addressed the next patient, Mr. Sonta. 
Mr. Hale: "Did you wash up, too?" 
Mr. Sonta: "Oh yes, this morning. Will you hand me the 
bottle?" 
Mr. Hale picked up the drainage bottle which rested on 
the floor, attached to it a bent wire hanger which was to 
facilitate the carrying of the bottle by the patient, and 
• handed it to him. He then helped the patient into a wheelchair 
which stood at the bedside, and pushed it into the center of 
the room against the wall. Next, he removed the bed linen from 
the bed since it was damp and soiled. 
This patient, Mr. Sonta, was an elderly man with many 
problems. He was quiet and reserved, and most of the time was 
troubled with joint pain from rheumatoid arthritis. He had 
contractu res of both knees and was prohibited from weight 
bearing on his legs at the present time. He was having daily 
physical therapy to maintain muscle tone. In addition, he had 
a decubitus ulcer over the sacrum and several skin abrasions 
on his legs from self-inflicted scratches which occurred while 
in pain during restless, sleepless nights. 
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Mr. Hale continued the rounds from bed to bed, bringing 
a basin of' water to one patient, or helping another out of' bed. 
He did not approach Mr. Sean, whom he was directed to "do first" 
by the team leader, until he reached him in rotation. 
Miss Anton passed out medicines, changed dressings, and 
checked on several patients. She did not converse with Mr. 
Hale until about two hours later when she was able to help with 
bathing of' patients and bedmaking. At this time she came to 
cheek on Mr. Hale's progress and what "had to be done." 
Miss Anton chose Mr. Abbott, a postoperative patient on 
bed rest, for her first patient. She checked his fluid chart 
before beginning to make his bed. As she adjusted the urethral 
drainage tube and bottle so it would not interfere with the 
bedmaking, Miss Anton noticed that the patient had a penile 
dressing that was soiled with dry blood. The bloedy drainage 
also covered the greater part of the groin that was visible as 
the nurse, lifting the sheet, examined it tor fresh bleeding. 
She continued to change the bed linen. 
While the above activities were going on, Miss O'Hara, 
the charge nurse, was making beds in the Team #2 area, and 
answering frequent telephone calls. )from time to time, nursing 
assistants, doctors, therapists, and a volunteer consulted with 
her as she hurried between the nurses' station and the indi-
vidual wards. 
At one point, a nursing assistant from another unit 
reported to her that he was sent to help. They stood at the 
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bulletin board in the corridor, as she considered his assign-
ment. Miss Bates, Team leader #2, approached. 
Miss O'Hara: "Mr. Adams will help us for a while." 
Miss Bates (looking at the nursing assistant): "For 
the morning?" 
Mr. Adams: "She didn't say." 
Miss O'Hara: "Well, he can help in your ward." 
Mr. Adams: "Is there anybody sick in this team, or 
is it routine? I haven't been here for 
a long while." 
Miss O'Hara: "Well, there are two new quads ••• " 
Mr. Adams: "Well, I'll stay away from them and work 
with the other aide in the ward." 
Miss Bates stood and listened to this conversation and 
then entered the nurses' station to call for a breakfast 
delayed because of fasting blood specimens. When she retu~ned 
to the ward, she resumed changing dressings without orienting 
Mr. Adams to the unit. 
Mr. Adams commenced to make the empty beds. While 
working near one of the "new quads," he asked the patient if 
he had had his bath. The. patient was busy exercising his 
legs and stated that he had been bathed earlier. 
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Analysis--Case I 
In the morning conference that Miss Anton held with 
Mr. Hale, it was obvious that she was presenting him 
with a brief report of all the patients assigned to the 
team, rather than giving him a de:tinite assignment. 
This created the impression that Mr. Hale was given the 
reponsibility for all twenty-rive patients. The 
conference did little to aid Mr. Hale in organizing his 
work judiciously with the needs of the patients as a 
basis for organization. 
Nursing assistants, because or their brief train-
ing, need assignments with limitations and assistance in 
planning their work. Had Miss Anton assigned a group 
ot patients for care to Mr. Hale, and organized a plan 
or care around patient needs, the effect would have 
been more positive. She could also have given him tbe 
support or knowing that, when she had completed certain 
tasks, she would be available to share some ot the work 
load, since she did so later. 
Miss O'Hara's hurrying between her charge nurse 
duties in the nurses• station, her consultation with 
the many people who sought her out, and making empty 
beds, demonstrated disorganization. In addition, while 
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starting to orient Mr. Adams after having assigned him 
to Miss Bates' team, she assumed the responsibility and 
authority that was delegated to the team leader. Miss 
Bates, in turn, offered no orientation or specific 
assignment to Mr. .Adams when this .was her responsi-
bility. 
Supervision 
Miss Anton's instructions to Mr. Hale to "do Mr. 
Sean first" because of his ~ediate problems showed 
good judgment but fell on deaf' ears. The fact that 
Mr. Hale ignored the direction, demonstrated that he 
was not expecting supervision and indeed was not super-
vised. 
Miss Anton should have asked Mr. Hale to report 
the completion of' his morning care of' Mr. Sean, so that 
she could have changed the dressing and evaluated the 
nursing care that the patient received. 
Mr. Hale had a pleasant approach to patients and 
perfom.ed routine procedures fairly well. However, he 
showed little insight into nursing problems that were 
not pointed out to him. This was displayed in his 
approach to Mr. Sonta whose difficulties represented a 
nursing challenge. 
Supervision by Miss Anton would have encouraged 
Mr. Hale to question the patient's comment that he had 
)0 
"washed up this morning," since with severe contra~es 
ot both knees and painful joints among other dis-
comforts, the patient would be unable to canplete his 
own care. On the contrary, he would prefer to forego 
activity that would increase pain. The presence or the 
decubitus ulcer was evidence of Mr. Sonta's inactivity. 
Good supervision would have indicated the need or this 
patient for Mr. Hale's aid in bathing, skin care, 
prevention or further deformity, and emotional support. 
Miss Anton demonstrated good knowledge of the 
nursing care of the patient with a genito-urinary con-
dition when she made close observations of Mr. Abbott's 
catheter for proper drainage, his fluid intake and 
output chart, and his dressing tor presence or bleeding. 
However, she could have contributed to the patient's 
comfort, and to teaching and supervision had she re-
quested that the nursing assistant provide the patient 
with personal care before making the bed. 
Teaching 
In her report, Miss Anton disclosed Mr. Sean's 
complaints of "gas", but did not follow through on 
what measure should be taken, or if there were any 
orders to relieve his discomfort. 
Miss Anton's description of Mr. Sean as "one ot 
the sickest patients down there" included physical needs 
only. She did not mention that the patient's slow 
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convalescence was affected by his saotional problem for 
which there had been psychiatric consultation. Teach-
ing of the nursing assistant should stress emotional 
needs. 
In regard to Mr. David and the possibility or 
"D.T's", the warning to Mr. Hale to expect belligerence 
was wise on Miss Anton's part, but some suggestion as 
to how to cope with this possibility, should it occur, 
might have been of more positive help. 
Some infor.mation as to what responsibility the 
nursing assistant would have in observing Mr. Clark for 
further bleeding might have been indicated. It was 
difficult to judge if Mr. Hale was aware of what 
surgery had been done and what complications might 
arise. 
The statement that Mr. Moore had "epididymitis 
and a knot on his leg" was not particularly helpful to 
Mr. Hale, especially since there was no instruction as 
to which area the ice cap should be applied. Cold 
applications could conceivably have been ordered as 
therapy for both, the epididymitis and a thrombo-
phlebitis, if this was the condition that the "knot" 
described. This patient's problems presented an 
opportunity tor teaching nursing measures that were 
within the scope of the nursing assistant's ability. 
Miss Bates 
Mr. Oates 
Mr. Hale . 
M r. Johnson 
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CAST OF CHARACTERS 
CASE II 
. . . . . . . . . . . • • • Staff Nurse 
Team Leader #2 
. . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . 
• • .Nursing Assistant 
.Nursing Assistant 
.Nursing Assistant . . 
~rs. Green • • • . . . . . . . . .Nursing Assistant 
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CASE II 
Miss Bates, Team leader #2, was holding an individual 
team assignment conference with Mr. Oates, one of her team 
members, while standing at the bulletin board. The written 
assignment for Mr. Oates as posted, read as follws: 
Murphy) Bed bath Take down soiled 
Jones ) linen 
Help in 231 Mr. Harold's suction 
bottle 




"You have Murphy and Jones for bed bath 
and those two patients are going to church. 
Help Mr. Carrol to lift his patients and 
you ean get him to help you with your 
lifting too. Take down the soiled linen, 
but not till all the beds are made or you 
will be making two trips. Put the bags 
on a litter. Mr. Harold's suction 
bottle ••• and then empty the trash 
after the waste baskets have been emptied. 
O.K.?" 
Mr. Oates nodded and went off to his work. There were 
no other team conferences during the morning with other 
nursing assistants. Two or three nursing assistants came by 
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e and studied the assignment sheet and moved on carrying out the 
written assignment. 
• 
Miss Bates went about the unit changing the dressings. 
As she reached Mr. Santos, who had had a temperature elevation 
to 105.4 during the night, she handed him a glass of water. 
Miss Bates: "You' 11 have to force fluids." 
As she changed the dressings on his knees, she observed 
the ulcers for any exacerbation. Later, she questioned the 
G.U. technician about the character of drainage that he had 
observed on the dressing he had changed earlier. The patient 
had had a surgical repair of what appreared to be a urethral 
fistula. She remarked that the doctor was coming to examine 
the patient to determine the site of inflammation • 
Miss Bates: "I'd like to have Santos' bed made before 
the doctor gets here." 
Around the drawn cubicle curtain she could see a nursing 
assistant walk by. 
Miss Bates: "Mr. Hale, will you see if you can get this 
bed made before lunch? Get him up on the 
litter and put him over on his abdomen 
when you have finished." 
Mr. Hale: "I'll get some linen and the litter." 
After the ratient helped to lift himself on to the 
litter at the bedside, the bed linen was changed. Mr. Hale 
changed the pillow cases on two pillows since they were soiled. 
The others were placed carelessly on the bed without any effort 
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to straighten them. The patient directed the positioning of 
the pillows so that,when he was put back into bed, they would 
be under the chest, thighs, and knees. Mr. Hale accepted the 
direction. After helping to lift the patient back into bed, 
Mr. Hale made further adjustments of the pillows to prevent 
pressure on the genitalia. The patient had a severe inner 
rotation of both legs, and the nursing assistant picked up a 
ready-made knee roll and placed it between the knees. He took 
no notice, however, of pillow pressure on the knees, and the 
tact that the feet lay flat on the pillows instead or being 
arranged at right angles to the legs. There was no foot-board 
in the bed. 
Some time later, Miss Bates met Mr. Johnson, another 
team member, in the corridor, and informed him that a patient 
had soiled his bed. Mr. Johnson was assigned to provide bowel 
training and give enemas, and was on his way to the ward 
carrying a basin of water and other equipment. 
Mr. Johnson: (angrily) "Yes, I've been told. When I'm 
busy in there, you'd think they'd be able 
to clean him up--I've had my hands full!" 
Miss Bates listened to him, embarrassed at the loud 
voice, but said nothing, as he stalked off. As she entered 
the nurses' station, the charge nurse seemed perturbed. 
Miss Howard: "It's true, they should have been able 
to." 
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Miss Bates: "Well, it was the G.U. technician that 
discovered it and told me." {defensively} 
Shortly after lunch, a new quadriplegic patient was ad-
mitted as transfer from a hospital in Tennessee. On arrival, 
he complained of fatigue and reported an infection on his back. 
After he was assisted into bed, Miss Bates proceeded to dress 
the large furuncle on the right trapezius muscle. There was an 
extended reddened area from the furuncle to the right axilla. 
Miss Bates: "Do you have any other sores?" 
Mr. Morse: "No, I had one on my tail-bone and one on 
this hip, but they healed." 
Miss Bates: "How long do you sit up?" 
Mr. Morse: "I've sat up as long as fifteen hours, as 
long as I want to." 
Miss Bates: (calmly) "Well, that's a little too long 
without rest in between." 
The patient said nothing but experimented with the 
davitt bar which hung over his head. After a few minutes, he 
looked up at the nurse. 
Mr. Morse: 
Miss Bates: 
"I wish I could grip this." 
"Your hands look pretty good, and you 
will have P.T. You've had it down at the 
other hospital, haven't you?" 
The patient nodded that he had, and then lifted his 
top sheet and checked the arrangement of the urinary drainage 
tube which the G.U. technician had attached to a drainage 
l' 
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bottle after the patient was put to bed. 
At the team conference that afternoon, Miss Bates met 
with her team which was composed of four nursing assistants: 
Mr. Johnson, Mrs. Green, Mr. Oates, and Mr. Hale. She had the 
kardex for her team, but made no notations on the nursing care 
cards, using them only as a patient list. 
Miss Bates: "Mr. Abbott, has he been doing anything he 
shouldn't? 
Mr. Hale: "Having breakfast in bed." 
Miss Bates: "Well, he hasn't been sent to the dining 
room in the morning, yet." 
Mr. Carrol: "What's that rash?" 
Miss Bates: "It's a nervous rash. He has ointment, 
and he takes care of it himself." 
"John, I guess he doesn't change very 
much.." 
"Mr. Wilking has a cold. All these quadri-
plegics need to have postural drainage. 
If they have it early enough, it isn't so 
troublesome." 
"Mr. Downs, he doesn't stay around much 
now." 
"Mr. Nichols, if he swears anymore, you 
don't have to take it. Walk away from 
him. Don't argue, just say you don't have 













"When is he leaving?" 
"He's waiting for a Hoyer lift. But he 
won't get it 'til after he is discharged. 
I don't know--other arrangements for dis-
charge will have to be made." 
"Willie Carl, is he getting enough to 
drink?" 
"He just won't." "I told him finally, 
you're not going out 'til you have a 
drink. You haven't had anything from 
10:30 a.m. to l:OO p.m. and no lunch." 
"I think he's peeved at me for some reason 
or other, but later he took a full glass 
from a volunteer." 
"Just write down 'refused' on the sheet 
and let the doctor straighten him ou'·" 
"He has such a funny attitude about his 
meals. He always wants something 
different than what he gets." 
"I guess we'd all be like that." 
"Mr. Post was in the shower too long, and 
his skin was very red. Keep the patients' 
skin from breaking down, it possible." 
"On Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, there 
are nine patients on the shower schedule. 











"I'll bring it up with Miss Howard, but 
it is hard to change the schedule." 
"If we had two men on showers • • • " 
"It would be good if we had the help." 
"Mr. Morse is the new patient. There are 
some things he can do for himself, like 
feed himself. He'll have to be started 
on bowel training and P.T., which he had. 
in the other hospital. He's been staying 
up fifteen hours and has broken down--
we '11 have to be explaining. As he has 
an abscess on his back, be careful of the 
dressing. If you find that a dressing 
falls, don't let it fall on the floor. 
With all these staph infections around, 
we have to be careful." 
"Mr. Harold's ulcer looks worse." 
"Mr. Paul should have postural drainage 
two or three times." 
"Has he a cold?" 
"Can we press on his abdomen?" 
"Yes, if he is on his back." 
"Miss Howard told us not to do it; you 
can hurt a patient." 
"Then don't you do it--we'll do it." 




"Well, I'll check on it!" (embarrassed) 
"Mr. Fox is now standing and walking. I 
put his shoes on; the right one goes on 
very hard. Be careful not to wrinkle the 
dressing." 
"Why can't he teed himself?" 
"He doesn't have enough strength; they're 
working on it." 
"Mr. Bart is losing ground slowly; there's 
no change in his mental facilities." 
"Mr. Johns will go to the mess hall when 
he gains confidence in feeding himself." 
"Well, that's all for today." 
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Analysis--Case II 
Organi za.tion and Evaluation 
In this ease, Miss Bates was task oriented. She 
made no mention of nursing measures or patient needs 
except to tell Mr. Oates whom to bathe and that he 
should get help when lifting patients. She did, how-
ever, make some attempt at helping h~ to organize 
other duties to avoid duplication of effort. 
The individual conference between Miss Bates and 
Mr. Oates was the only assignment conference held. All 
other nursing assistants were expected to read minimum 
instructions from the assignment sheet, and were left 
to work, relying on their own judgment. There was a 
lack of help both in work organization and in patient 
teaching. 
Morning conferences are used to give specific 
directions as to work. They should provide the what 
to do, how to do it, what to look for, or what to 
anticipate. It was evident in this case that when there 
was an omission of the morning conferences, no teaching 
was likely to be done. 
While applying the dressing to Mr. Morse's wound, 
M1 ss Bates had favorable o ireumstanoes to establish 





habilitation. His need for support as expressed by the 
statement, "I wish I could grip this" was an excellent 
opportunity for discussion of what the hospital could 
do to help him to help himself. Even a brief, friendly 
talk with the patient would have provided Miss Bates 
with enough information about him to organize a 
preliminary nursing care plan with the nursing 
assistants in the team conference which was held shortly 
afterwards. 
Miss Bates should have recognized the need to deal 
with the frustration underlying Mr. Johnson's outburst, 
particularly since this outburst was unusual. He was 
ordinarily reserved and mild-mannered, and worked to 
capacity. 
Some discussion of this episode with the nursing 
assistants in team conference in relation to stressing 
the cooperative spirit of teamwork, organization, and 
more equitable distribution of work, could have 
produced a plan suitable to all and, at the same time, 
could have improved interpersonal relationships. 
An alternative solution might have been for the 
team leader to have had a private "talking-out" session 
i; i: with Mr. Johnson concerning his outburst. During this 
n 
'i 
conference it would be likely that Mr. Johnson might 





resultant release of tension. 
Mr. Hale demonstrated a degree or skill in lifting 
and positioning Mr. Santos when he made his bed. How-
ever, had the team leader, Miss Bates, evaluated his 
performance, she could have helped him to develop skill 
in the prevention of deformities and pressure ulcers in 
patients. 
Teaching 
Miss Bates did not see the opportunity for teaching 
Mr. Santos the underlying reasons for forcing fluids 
when she merely said that he would ''have to force 
fluids." Paraplegic patients are taught to force 
fluids from the day of injury and hear this teaching 
reinforced frequently. It would seem that Mr. Santos' 
hyperpyrexia, resulting from a hidden infection, would 
require further explanation to provide motivation for 
compliance with given direction. She had a further 
opportunit,r to teach the nursing assistants the under-
lying basis for forcing fluids on the patient. This 
teaching would have resulted in better care because the 
nursing assistants would have seen the order as a 
meaningful procedure. 
Miss Bates' close scrutiny of Mr. Santos to de-
termine the etiology of his illness was good nursing 
technique. Her request that his bed should be made 
I 
I 
ll before lunch in order to make him comfortable would have 
il l been better teaching for the nursing assistant than her 
d 
II 




emphasis on getting this done "before the doctor gets 
here." 
Proper use of nursing care plans in afternoon team 
conferences can help the team in planning patient-
centered care. This involves teaching. Miss Bates did 
not utilize them effectively, since she used them only 
as a list. 
John's needs evolving from advanced multiple 
sclerosis were passed off by Miss Bates as "I guess John 
doesn't change very much." The description in this case 
of some of the many problems that John represented would 
have provided a wealth of learning opportunities for the 
nursing assistants. 
The negative attitude that Miss Bates displayed in 
the beginning of the conference when she asked if Mr. 
Abbot were doing anything he shouldn't be, served to 
instill a negative attitude in team members. People 
learn by imitation and teaching should be positive. 
When Miss Bates remarked about Mr. Wilkins' cold 
and the need for quadriplegic patients to have postural 
I drainage "early enough" to avoid difficulty, she could 1, 
;: have been more specific by explaining the reason far 
the patients' inability to cough and the importance of 
a clear air-way. Emphasis could have been placed on 
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the proper procedure for postural drainage by reviewing 
it, since repetitive teaching helps to reinforce 
knowledge. 
Miss Bates' statement that "Mr. Downs doesn't stay 
around much now" could have been enlarged upon to 
improve communications within the team by appraising the 
team members of the skills that Mr. Downs had mastered 
by conscientious attendance at therapy clinics. Progres 
in rehabilitation of the severely injured patient is usu 
ally slow, but steady. Progress, however, means less 
dependence on nursing personnel, who should be able to 
recognize the changing needs of patients. 
Miss Bates did not recognize Mr. Nichols' frequent 
swearing problem as a manifestation of frustration. 
Her solution of the problem in her instructions, "You 
don • t have to take it; walk away from him," showed 
little insight. 
Miss Bates' instructions for motivating Willie Carl 
to take adequate fluids delegated the responsibility for 
a nursing activity to the doctor. 'rhe nursing assistant 
could have been given help in ways to get the cooper-
ation of th~ patient. 
Miss Bates received some positive ideas from the 
team members for solving the problems of skin redness 
from prolonged stays in the shower room. Mr. Carrol's 
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patients of sitting up for long periods of time while II 
II waiting for the shower, and also could have made for li 
better organization of the nursing assistants' work. I 
Miss Bates' "It's hard to change the schedule" showed a 






Miss Bates' report on the new 'I patient, Mr. Morse, 11 
additional information!! 
II 
reflected the fact that she needed 
help the team in II 
li 
concerning the patient in order to 
planning a nursing program to meet his needs. She " j! 
·I 
assumed that the nursing assistants had all the in- !1 
I' formation necessary to explain to Mr. Morse how decubi tusl! 
ulcers could be prevented. Her instructions about the 1: 
spread of "staph" infections were inadequate. 
J.n the discussion about the use of pressure to a 
ii !I 
H I! !i 
1: quadriplegic patient's diaphragm to facilitate coughing, 1: 
lj 
II it was unfortunate that Miss Bates was led into a 
situation from which she could not extricate herself 








'l'he indiscriminate use of pressure could conceivabl~ 
injure a patient. Miss Bates, having had an orientation 11 
and having worked in this service for some time, should 11 
II have been aware of this. 
.ln the latter part of the conference, Miss Bates 
continued to overlook teaching opportunities by not 
guiding the team into some understanding of N~. Bart's 
h il 
1: 















condition, since he was "losing ground slowly." 
At the conclusion of the conference, Miss Bates did 
not allow for questions. 
Miss Howard • 
Miss Kasper • 
CAST OF CHARACTERS 
CASE III 
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The head nurse on Ward c, Miss Howard, was seated at 
the desk in the nurses' station checking the doctor's orders. 
Miss Kasper, Te~ Leader #2, entered to measure medications. 
Miss Howard: "Miss Kasper, would you be sure and let 
me know if there is any change in the 
patients' ulcers? I checked Mr. Jones' 
back the other day, and it looked a lot 
worse. And, oh yes, Mr. Harold is not 
to have ephedrine 'til 4:00 p.,m. He ha4 
a capsule a few minutes ago, so he can 
get up soon." 
Miss Kasper: "Why does he get it?" 
Miss Howard: "To keep his blood pressure from falling 
too low when he is elevated." 
Mr. Harold, an elderly quadriplegiowith a chronic lung 
condition and a tracheotomy, had been lifted into the chair by 
two nursing assistants. One of them was still in the ward 
when a patient seated on the other side of the ward had no-
ticed Mr. Harold slumping in the chair and shouted for help. 
At the same time, the clinic technician happened to be present 
and heard the patient's shout. Miss Dineen was summoned and 
hastened to the bedside, but the technician said, "I'll stay 
















Miss Dineen hurried out to the desk to Miss Howard. 
Miss Dineen: "I think Mr. Harold's gone!" 
Miss Howard: "Fainted?" 
Miss Dineen: "No, died!" 
Miss Howard hurried out to the ward while Miss Dineen 
dialed the operator to have the ward physician summoned, and 
then also proceeded to the bedside. A short time later, a 
doctor from the G.U. service appeared and Miss Kasper called 
him to the patient, explaining the situation while Miss Howard 
counted the pulse and checked the blood pressure. 
The nursing assistant and the technician had lifted the 
patient into bed, and he began to respond immediately on lying 
down. Miss Howard reported the pulse of the patient to be 
sixty and the blood pressure 180/90. The doctor noted that 
il this appeared to be a syncope, and referred Miss Howard to the 
ward physician. AS Miss Howard left the bedside she said in 
an exasperated tone of voice, "They don't even recognize a 
postural hypotension!" 
When Miss Dineen returned, Miss Howard asked her to 
watch the patient closely and recheclc his vi tal signs in 
fifteen minutes. At that time Miss Dineen reported that the 
blood pressure had dropped to the norm of 110/60. II li 
Some time later, Mr • .Adams, one of the clinic technicia1 
reported that he had completed his duties early and could j 
II 
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Miss Howard: "I wonder what the boys are doing if she's 
taking temperatures." 
Mr. Adams came upon an elderly patient, Mr. Sean, 
I sitting up in a chair at his bedside with uncombed hair and a 





















as he looked through the drawer of the patient's stand. He 
found a comb and some hair dressing preparation and combed the 
patient's hair, as he conversed pleasantly with the patient. 
Mr. Sean: "I don't know what happened to my razor 
and things--I can't shave--I should have 
mon~, but they took everything away." 
Mr. Adams returned to the office. 
Mr. Adams: "Are there any double edge razor blades? 
Mr. Sean has all the other equipment, and 
he can probably shave himself if I watch 
him." 
Miss Howard observed that this patient had been confused 
and had had a psychiatric consultation. His blades, therefore, 
were taken away as a safety measure. She produced a blade 
and Mr. Adams arranged the patient and his equipment and 
supervised the procedure. Mr. Adams had not reported to the 
team leader as was suggested by the head nurse. 
On the next morning, wnile personnel were involved in 




decided to make rounds to the patients. As she proceeded from 
patient to patient, stopping to converse, checking on the 
general condition of the unit, she approached Mr. Ryan, who 
had undergone a nephrectomy two days previously. After a brief 
greeting to the patient, Miss Howard studied his fluid balance 
11 sheet, observed the catheter for proper drainage, and inspected 
lj his dressing. 'l'he patient requested a drink of' water and was 
II 





mouth. As she left the patient's room, Miss Howard met Miss 
Kasper, the team leader, in the corridor. 
Miss Howard: "Would you please see that Mr. Ryan has 
mouth care; he's so dry while he's on 
nothing p.o." 
Miss Kasper nodded. 
Mr. Oates had been assigned to Mr. Ryan's care. The I !I II I patient appeared uncomfortable. Mr. Oates bathed the upper 
I part of the p;ttient's body, rubbed his back and made the bed. 
I! il After placing the patient on his side, the nursing assistant 
ij 
1 completed the procedure by straightening the patient's unit 
and left to other tasks, and did not return. Miss Kasper made 
empty beds and then proceeded to change dressings. Mr. Ryan's 




Procedures and knowledge that are peculiar to a 
specialized service are rightly included in an 
orientation program. This is a long term process, how-
ever, and only working essentials can be given early. 
When a need arises and is expressed, it is imperative 
that it be satisfied. Timely incidental teaching is 
probably the most valuable kind because it fulfills a 
need. 
Miss Howard did not meet Miss Kasper's need for 
information adequately when she explained the action of 
ephedrine. Had she related the action of the drug to 
the reason for its use with the quadriplegic patient, 
Miss Kasper would have recognized Mr. Harold's syncope 
as a reaction to postural hypotension when she observed 
him. 
Miss Dineen also lacked this information, but in 
her case a lack of understanding placed her in the 
position of inability to cope with an immediate situ-
ation. It also left her unable to use the incident as 
a teaching opportunity for nursing assistants, who first 
responded to the call for help. 
54 
Supervision 
Mr. Adams' initiative was demonstrated in his work, 
but the fact that he did not report to the team leader 
at the charge nurse's suggestion showed a breakdown in 
team relationships. It is the opinion of the writer 
that this occurs when the supervisory functions of' the 
team leader are not being executed. 
Miss Kasper was performing a function that was 
delegated to the nursing assistant and was not available 
to Mr. Adams. This was evident in Miss Howard's remark, 
"I wonder what the boys are doing, if she's taking 
temperatures." 
Miss Kasper's lack of supervision and evaluation 
of Mr. Oates' performance of' nursing care to Mr. Ryan 
resulted in an omission, that of mouth care to a post-
operative patient whose mouth was dry and needed this 
care. The reminder to her by Miss Howard should have 
been a stimulus to her to teach the nursing assistant 
the ~portance of this procedure to the comfort and well 
being of the t:e. tient. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
I 
The purpose of this study was to analyze the interaction 
'I II and intercommunication between staff nurses and nursing 
II assistants in order to determine if staff nurses were demon-
strating leadership skills in developing competence in nursing 
performance by the nursing assistants. 
The study was conducted in a fifty-two bed unit of a 
The Case Method was used to collect and I government hospital. 




situations and conversations. Three eases were prepared to 
illustrate activities, communications, and relationships be-
tween nurses and nursing assistants in relation to the problem. 
11 The analysis of data substantiated the hypothesis that 
!I nursing assistants were not growing in potential because staff 
'! 







was felt that staff nurses needed assistance in developing 
those skills which are necessary for them to assume the 
managerial functions required of them as professional nurses. 
The performance of functions that were sought in the 
obeervations were those related to the development of nursing 

















was limited because new personnel were not assigned to the 
unit during the period of data collections. 
Conclusions 
1. Staff nurses made some effort to teach, but failed to 
use the principles of teaching to make it effective. 
Little advantage was taken of the many opportunities 
for teaching that presented themselves. 
2. Organization and orientation functions were displayed 
mostly in the form of producing a written assignment 
sheet and occasionally going over the contents 
briefly with team members. If the nursing assistant 
were considered a conscientious, willing worker, the 
posted assignment sheet might be the only guide to 
organizing his work that he would be given. On 
occasion, when patient need was considered in 
organizing assignment, supervision did not follow 
to assure that the need was met. 
3. Evaluation of performance was lacking. Verbal 
reports of performance at team conferences were 
rarely requested. 
4. There was the assumption that the nursing assistant 
had been oriented to unit routine and, in the face 
of difficulty, would consult the nurse. 
5. There appeared to be a division of the work in the 
unit between both professional and non-professional 
57 
members. The true team relationship was not 
evident. 
6. llthough··oonsi:cleration was given to the physical 
needs of the patient in planning his care, his 
emotional needs were frequently overlooked. 
Further.more, nursing care problems were not ana-
lyzed in depths, and as a result were not always 
solved. 
7. At times when the stat:t' nurse was aware of unmet 
patient needs, she often did not communicate these 
to the nursing assistants who were assigned to the 
patients' care. 
B. The staf:t' nurse, ignoring an emotional outburst b,y 
a nursing assistant, lost an opportunity to improve 
interpersonal relationships and work organization. 
9. There was a tendency to assume that the nursing 
assistant had a good knowledge of theory. Questions 
were not particularly discouraged, but they were not 
en o ourag eel. 
10. A staff nurse, unsure of herself in a particular 
situation, tended to follow the lead of an ex-
perienced nursing assistant. 
11. Team relationships tended to break down due to a 
lack of supervision on the part of the staff nurse. 
Recommendations 
1. That consideration be given to a review of a 
of nursin care by rofessional nurses 
58 
considering the concept of total patient care. 
2. That emphasis be directed toward planning an in-
service program to help develop in staff nurses II II l! 
skills in interpersonal relationships, communications,,'! 
teaching, problem-solving, decision-making, and all 
1
1 
other leadership skills that will assist them to 
function more effectively as team leaders. 
3. That periodic, objective evaluation~ be made of the 
team plan of nursing in attempts to improve re-
lationships and supervision, thereby improving 
patient care. 
4. That staff nurses be reminded by the head nurses of 
the limitations of non-professional personnel and 









II 5. That a further study be made, similar to this study, 1 
I. ji to determine the leadership skills in head nurses, 
in giving directions to their personnel. 
il 
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RESPONSIBILITIES AND ·ACTIVITIES OF TEAM LEADER 
Responsibilities: 
1. Plan comprehensive care for patients in her unit. 
2. Assign work to Team members and to herself suited to the 
competence of each. 
3. Help her Team to establish hi~ standards of accuracy 
and work production •. Motivate "Team Spirit". 
4. Teach, supervise and evaluate her team members. 
5. Communicate significant information to and from the Head 
Nurse and all members of the Health Team. 
6. Provide adequate supplies, repair, cleanliness and 
ventilation in her unit of the ward. 
7. Relieve Head Nurse tor administration of the entire ward, 
when so assigned. 
Team Leader's Activities (on day, evening and night duty): 
1. Receive report of patients and ward from nurse going off 
duty. 
2. Prepare written assignment of work and classes in 
duplicate, post one copy on bulletin board, give copy to 
each team member. 
3. Visit assigned patients with each team member, give 
instructions and explanations. Help nursing assistants 
to organize a plan of work. 
4. Check orders for "hold breakfast" etc. supervise diet 
service and feeding of patients. 
5. The team leader gives all medications and major treat-
ments in the team unit, in addition to patient care 
assigned to her. 
6. Check the progress of your team members at frequent 
intervals. Provide help, instruction, correction, 





11 B. 7. Inspect patients and units with team members at middle 


















patients' needs, and to balance the work load. 
8. Keep informed about your patients and their therapy. 
Communicate significant information to and from your 
head nurse and team members constantly. 
9. Assist the doctor and make rounds with the doctor am 
head nurse whenever possible. 
10. Conduct a team conference with all members (and head 
nurse, if possible) toward end of tour of duty. 
a. All members participate by reporting significant 
information on patients' condition, progress, 
therapy and problems. 
b. Organize and revise written Nursing Care Plans 
with help of group. 
c. Start plan for next days work assignment. 
d. Team Leader sigps trainee's procedure check list. 
11. Establish a pattern of quality work and cooperative 
effort by instruction and example. Require all team 
members to live up to this standard. 
12. All team members report status of patients and work 
before leaving the ward or reporting off duty. Team 
leader reports to head nurse. 
il jl c. Ward Administration Activities: 
li 
I 
1. Count and sign for narcotics and keys with nurse of next 
shift. 
2. Check laboratory and x-ray requests, operative schedule. 
Inform patients of procedures when indicated. 
3. Check Intake and Output Charts. 
4. Order needed supplies from Central Service, check 
delivery. 
5. Check drugs and start requisition for next day. 
6. Pick up narcotics from pharmacy. 
7. Check drugs for expiration date every Sunday. 




I C. 9. See that refrigerator is cleaned every night, defrosted 
1 every Sunday. 
3:30- 12:00 - Check "Withheld diet list" - add to if 
necessary. 
write 24 hour report. 
Make bed check at 9:30 p.m. with nursing 
assistant. 
12:00 - 8:00 - Complete daily census sheet. 
Complete drug requisition. 
ii write 24 hour report. li Check new diets, send requisition to diet 
IJ' kitchen with "held breakfast list" at 
I 5:00 a.m. 
I 
I Nurse reporting off duty to make ward tour with the nurse 






II !I II 
li 




















Tentative Position Description 
Duties and Responsibilities 
GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES 
Under immediate supervision or Head Nurse. 
1. To provide a high standard of patient care. 
2. To carry out specialized nursing activities. 
3. To participate in the ward teaching program or nurses, 
attendants, and patients. 
4. To establish good public relations through contact 
with patients, visitors, families, volunteer workers, 
and personnel of other departments. 
il SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES li 
II 
I 
I. Provide a high standard or patient care, recognizing the 
patient as a person. 
A. Administer Nursing Care 
1. Observe and evaluate the manifestations of patient's 
health, and the social and environmental factors 
which influence it. 
2. Recognize the patient's health needs, planning his 





3. Observe patient's symptoms and reactions, applying the 
knowledge of nursing principles in relation to varying 
diseases and conditions. 
4. Perform specific nursing duties: 
a. Take and chart temperature, pulse, and respiration 
at specified tim~ 











I. b. Pour, administer, and chart prescribed medication. 
c. Administer and record prescribed treatment. 
d. Assist doctors with treatments. (Set up and operate 
the necessary apparatus and equipment as needed.) 
e. Change dressings or assist doctors with changing 
dressings. 
f. Prepare trays and surgical carts as needed. 
g. Follow prescribed techniques in pre- and post-
operative care of patients. 
h. Prepare and supervise preparation of patients for 
special tests and examinations. 
i. Report patient's condition: 
{1) Notes on clinical records 
(2) 0rally to Head Nurse and Supervisor 
(3) Orally to doctors 
J,. Reo ognize emergencies and know what measures to 
follow. 
5. Care for comfort and well-being of patients. 
a. Bathe acutely ill patients. 
b. Attend to or supervise patient's personal hygiene. 
c. Supervise serving of trays at meal times. 
d. Feed helpless patients. 
e. Serve between-meal nourishments. 
f. Make beds. 
g. Provide cheerful atmosphere. 
B. Assist with Administrative Details 
1. Admit patients. 
2. Transfer of patients. 
3. Discharge patients. 
4. Supervise the care of body after death. 
5. Appointments of patients to clinics, laboratories and 
other departments for treatment, diagnostic tests, 
examinations and interviews. 
6. Supervise and maintain a clean physical environment. 
?. Maintain records and reports incidentto nursing 
care, comfort and personal hygiene of patients. 
II. PARTICIPATE IN TEACHING 




A. 1. Explain ho~ital rules, regulations and policies 
whereby he may become better adjusted to his new 
environment • 
2. Help the patient attain or maintain a healthy state 
of mind and body by teaching him rules of good 
personal hygiene, etc. 
3. Interpret the doctor's instructions to the patient 
by demonstrating treatments and procedures which will 
be necessary for him to continue after his discharge 
from the hospital. 
4. Upon the order of the physician, act as the 
physician's agent in explaining the patients' con-
ditions t o hia. 
B. Ancillary Personnel 
1. Attendants. 
a. Promote the general health and welfare of 
attendants. 
b. Assist the attendant by giving him the feeling 
that he is an important member of the "team" 
caring for the patient. 
c. Give special assistance to new members, explaining 
and demonstrating nursing techniques as need arises 
d. Recognize responsibility in Orientation. 
e. Tactfully offer suggestions for improvement. 
f. Participate in attendant teaching. 
g. Supervise and guide attendants as needed. 
2. Volunteer workers. 
a. Give volunteer workers the feeling of "belonging". 
b. Assist with the volunteer program. 
c. Explain ward routines and policies as need arises. 
d. Show appreciation for their help. 
c. New Nurses 
1. Assist with the orientation of new nurses. 
2. Participate in ward teaching program. 
3. Maintain a positive attitude t award growth aid 
development. 
III. ASSIST WITH RESEARCH 
Cooperate with Supervisor and Head Nurse in trying to 


















































discover defects concerning the administrative or the 
educational functions of the ward. 
ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR GROWTH AND SELF-DEVELOPMENT 
A. Personal 
1. Care for physical welfare. 
2. Keep up personal appearance. 
). Strive to develop desirable personality traits. 
4. Set an example in conduct, etiquette, neatness, and 
correct appearance in uniform. 
B. Professional 
1. Continue courses offered by educational institutions 
and organizations. 
2. Attend lectures and clinics given at hospital and 
other agencies. 
). Read articles, professional journals, books and 
other periodicals. 
4. Attend and participate in the In-Service Program. 
5. Attend and participate in conferences and meetings 
of nursing organizations. 
6. lV1aintain good professional relationships with the 
public, medical and nursing professions. 
